
Fire scam used by defendants.  

Multi-dimensional scam – plot used against my 

invention and 93 trillion wealth.  

Intentionally created the bi-polar world, to block 

my wealth from coming into india.  

me, my invention, iNDIA, and hindus living in india MUST EXIT THE FIRE SCAM; hand 

it off to unga and bring the wealth from my invention (93 trillion) to india. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While this is one illustration, it must be understood that not all Christian countries are pro-renewable and anti-crude; and 

not all Islamic countries are pro-crude and anti-renewable. Only a decisive vote at UNGA will set the direction for the 

world and research investments. India must not be stuck in this created / fabricated ‘Fire scam’.  

Team Electric, alternate, or 

renewable energy sources. 

All Usa defendants 

Combined usa-uk 

 

Christianity religion 

 

nearly 120 countries in world 

Team crude oil, or non-

renewable energy sources. 

Opec nations 

Saudi - uae 

 

islam religion 

 

about 57 countries in world 

(oic) 

Srinivas s. devathi 

His invention us 8,910,998 

Recognized worldwide by 

pct/us2014/046619 

Team india. 

 

hinduism religion 

(93 trillion wealth by rule) 

1 country in world. no other 

hindu majority countries 

except nepal 

Behind the scenes they are 

united to steal the wealth 

from my invention, india, and 

hindus living in india. And 

thus Block the progress and 

development of india.  

Me, India, hindus living in india must exit the fire scam. We must 

Diffuse the fire scam. Facts and statistical data given here. Put 

both teams in their place.  

 Enforce the legal agreement that binds 153 countries, pct by law. 

Bring the wealth of 93 trillion to india.  

Put the question ‘should 

more investments be made in 

the direction of identifying 

new renewable energy 

sources?’ for decisive voting 

at unga, for all 193 countries 

to cast their vote.   

Thus, get me, my invention, 

india and hindus living in 

india out of the fire scam.  

And bring the wealth to india 

through Indian court 

proceeding(s).  

Scenario 1: At 100 kilos per car, for 

100,000,000 vehicles, annual polymer 

requirement will be: 10,000,000,000 Kilos = 

10,000,000 Tons. At 2,000 $ / Earthlings per 

ton, the cost of two-layer system installations 

on the cars per year: 20,000,000,000 $ / 

Earthlings. My invention US 8,910,998 is 

not a burden to crude oil production.  

  

Scenario 2: At 50 kilos per car, for 

100,000,000 vehicles, annual polymer 

requirement will be: 5,000,000,000 Kilos = 

5,000,000 Tons. At 2,000 $ / Earthlings per ton, 

the cost of two-layer system installations on the 

cars per year: 10,000,000,000 $ / Earthlings. 

My invention US 8,910,998 is not a 

burden on opec. 

 

  


